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The atomic-scale structure of the amorphous metallic alloys FesoBao, Cogi-sBis-s, and
Nisi.sBis.s was investigated by X-ray- and neutron-diffraction covering a wide range of the ratio
(/metai//boron) of the scattering factors of both components. The structure factors S (q) show a
pronounced dependence on the ratio /metat//boron • In the cases of a small ratio an additional
peak near <7= 21.5 nm-1 appears in the structure factors from which a definite distance between
B-B atoms, which are separated by metal atoms, is deduced. The corresponding structure factors
show only weak oscillations in the range of the second and third maxima, which are followed by
increased amplitudes at larger q's.
By Fourier-transformation radial distribution curves were evaluated, from which the distances
between the metal-metal-, the metal-boron-, and the boron-boron-atoms and the coordination
numbers are extracted. From the splitted first maximum of the radial distribution function in
the cases of small ratio /metai/Zboron also partial coordination numbers could be obtained. The
results suggest some kind of short range order between the metal and the boron atoms.
Introduction
The elucidation of the atomic-scale structure of
an amorphous metal-metalloid alloy requires the
knowledge of three partial atomic distribution func
tions describing the correlations between the metalmetal, metalloid-metalloid, and the metal-metalloid
atoms. At least three scattering experiments are
needed where the ratios of the scattering factors
differ. This can be achieved by the isotopic sub
stitution technique for neutron diffraction, where
the scattering factor of at least one component is
altered by using different isotopes in preparing
samples with identical chemical composition. An
other method is the combination of X-ray and
neutron diffraction measurements where the scat
tering factors are different. A further method is the
so called isomorphous substitution of one com
ponent by an element with another scattering fac
tor, assuming no remarkable alteration of the struc
ture.
In the present work these three methods were
employed for the investigation of the structure of
T8()B20-type metallic glasses (T=Fe, Co, Ni) in order
to cover a wide range of the ratio of the scattering
factors of the T metal and boron varying from 5.60
to 0.46.
Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. S. Steeb, Max-PlanckInstitut f. Metallforschung, Institut für Werkstoffwissen
schaften, Seestraße 92, 7000 Stuttgart 1.

Experimental Procedures and Evaluation of the
Structure Factors
Preparation
The amorphous samples were prepared as rib
bons with a thickness of about 0.03 mm by rapidly
quenching the molten alloys using the melt spin
ning technique. The compositions of the samples
are listed in Table 1. As the B component the n B
isotope had to be used because B with natural
isotopic abundance is an extremely strong neutron
absorber.
Structure Factor
During the present work the structure factors S (q)
according to the Faber Ziman definition were used:
£(?) = [/coh(?)-LM S]/</>2,

(1)

where
q
= 4ji sin 0/A = total of the scattering vec
tor q,
26
= scattering angle,
X
= wavelength of the radiation,
Icoh{q) = coherently scattered intensity per atom,
</>
= c i / i - f c 2/ 2,
ci, c2 = atomic concentration of the component
1,2,
fi, f2 — scattering factor of the component 1,2,
LMS = </2> — </>2 = Laue monotonic scattering.
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Table 1. Relevant parameters of the investigated samples. /t//b —ratio of the scattering factors, ql [nm-1], S{ql) = position
and height of the principal peak of the structure factor, r™'m[nm = distance of a 7-type atom within the m-th subpeak in
the n-th coordination shell from a i-type atom. Values in brackets are normalized to
iV^ = measured area below the
first peak of the RDF(r). N^ = calculated area below the first peak of the RDF(r). z^ = partial coordination number of jtype atoms around an i-type atom.
Sample
radiation; A[nm]

Density /t
[y/cm3] J^

C081.5B18.5
X-ray, Mo-Ka; 0.071
Fe8oB2o
X-ray, Mo-Ka; 0.071
Ni8i.5Bi8.5
neutron; 1.03
natFe80B20
neutron; 0.69
57Fe8oB20
neutron; 0.69

8.3

C081.5Bl8.5
neutron; 0.79, 2.42

8.3

7.31
8.36
7.31
7.31

ql Maximum I
S(q1) ^TTT
ri.2

5.40 31.8
4.44
5.20 31.2
3.80
1.72 31.8
3.80
1.58 31.3
3.63
0.69 31.7 0.213
2.86 (0.835)
0.46

0.251
0.257
0.250
0.258
0.255

Maximum II_________ Maximum III
iVj^ ztt
r11' 1 4V2 ^ V 4 V r111' 1 r$n.2 fni,3 ^ zTB
0.417
0.482
(1.92)
(1.66)
0.498
0.416
(1.94)
(1.62)
0.482
0.416
(1.66)
(1.93)
0.417
0.495
(1.62)
(1.92)
0.367 0.409 0.440 0.505 0.59
(1.44) (1.60) (1.73) (1.98) (2.31)

0.625
(2.49)
0.635
(2.47)
0.631
(2.52)
0.642
(2.49)
0.629 0.67
(2.47) (2.63)

32.3 0.207 0.250 0.360 0.406 0.437 0.485 0.585 0.626 0.67
(1.44) (1.62) (1.75) (1.94) (2.34) (2.50) (2.68)
2.97 (0.828)

X-Ray Diffraction with Cosi.s^is.s and Fe^B^o
The X-ray diffraction experiments with Cogi.5B18.5 and Fe8oB20 were carried out in transmission
mode with Mo-Ka radiation from a 12 kW rotating
anode X-ray generator and a graphite monochromator in the primary beam. Suitable corrections of the
measured intensities were done as described in pre
vious studies [1,2]. After the normalization of the
corrected data with the Krogh Moe method [3] the
structure factors S(q) were derived.
Neutron Diffraction with Cogi^Big^ and iVi8i.5^i8.5
The neutron diffraction experiments with Cosi.sB18.5 and N181.5B18.5 were performed with the two
axis powder diffractometer P I4 at the research reac
tor FR2, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe. The
specimens were prepared by cutting 10 grams of
the amorphous ribbon into small shreds and pressing
them randomly oriented into a vanadium tube with
0.1 mm wall thickness. This yielded specimens with
42 mm height and 5.7 mm diameter.
The sample containing Ni was measured with the
neutron wavelength of 0.103 nm in the q range from
10 up to 104 nm-1. For the sample containing Co
two scattering experiments with the wavelengths
0.0787 nm and 0.242 nm, respectively, were per
formed in order to cover a more extended q range
up to 137 nm-1. The step scan width was 0.25°.

14.3
15.0
14.6
14.1
13.9
—
14.2
13.4
11.5
2.2
8.9
12.7
1.5
6.6

Due to the very small scattering factor of Co, 20
days had to be expended to collect 104 counts per
measured point on an average.
For the background- and the absorption correc
tion of the measured data the Paalman Pings meth
od [4] was applied. For the evaluation of the struc
ture factors from the corrected intensities the mag
netic scattering of the transition metals had to be
taken into consideration.
The magnetic moments of Fe, Co, and Ni give
rise to a g-dependent magnetic scattering inten
sity I m(q) = P 2{q) S(q) sin2a, P(q) being the mag
netic scattering length which exists besides the
nuclear scattering factors / [5]:
P(q) = (r0yl2)fxF(q),
(2)
where ro is the classical electron radius (2.8 • 10~13
cm), y the neutron magnetic moment (— 1.91), the
atomic magnetic moment, a the angle between the
atomic moment and the scattering vector q, and
F (q) the magnetic form factor, which is normalized
to one for q = 0 and decreases to zero with in
creasing q.
^81.5-^18.5
For the case of the Nisi.sBis.s-alloy, the mag
netic scattering could be neglected because the mag
netic moment of Ni is nearly zero in an alloy con
taining 18.5% B [6]. So the corrected intensity data
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were normalized by the Krogh Moe method [3] to
obtain the coherent scattering per atom yielding
the structure factor S(q) using (1). The multiple
scattering correction was done corresponding to [7].
C0S1.5B18.5
For the case of the Cogi.sBig.s-alloy, the mag
netic moment of the Co atoms was taken as 1.08
Bohr magnetons [6]. The magnetic scattering con
tribution of the Co atoms was calculated as follows:
The measurement with the C081.5B18.5 sample
was carried out with non-polarized neutrons and
without an external magnetic field, so that the
magnetic moments of the Co atoms were orientated
randomly. For this set up the magnetic scattering
contribution is associated only with the correlation
among the Co atoms, that means the partial Co-Co
structure factor Scocoiq), and it can be written as
[5]
Im(q) = § P 2(q)SCoCo(q).
(3)

periments were carried out with the two axis diffractometer D4 at the Laue Langevin Institute,
Grenoble, using non-polarized neutrons. For the
elimination of the magnetic scattering contribution
of the Fe atoms another method than that described
for the case of Co was used: The amorphous ribbon
was wound as a flat coil on a frame made of brass.
To this specimen a magnetic field of 0.5 T parallel
to the ribbons was applied, thus achieving magnetic
saturation of the sample. With each of the two
samples two diffraction experiments were perform
ed. In the first run the magnetic field was parallel
to the scattering vector. In this case a in (2) be
comes zero and only the nuclear scattering 7Coh, n (q)
appears in the scattering pattern. For geometrical
reasons the measurements with this set up could
only done up to q = 85 nm-1. In the second run the
magnetic field was perpendicular to the scattering
vector. For this case, the magnetic scattering con
tribution is
Im(q) = PH q)SFeFe(q).

The total scattered intensity is then
I t {q) = /cob,n(?) + Im (?),

(4)

where 7Coh, n means the coherent nuclear scattering.
As the magnetic form factor F(q) decreases rap
idly with increasing q, I m(q) can be neglected for
q > 70 nm-1, and the normalization of the scattered
intensity was done using the fact that I\{q) oscil
lates around </2> in the high q range. The calcula
tion of I m(q) with (3) was done presuming that the
partial structure factor Scocoiq) is directly given
by the structure factor S (q) measured by an X-ray
scattering experiment because the contribution of
the B atoms is very small in this case. The form
factor F (q) was taken as applied successfully in the
investigation of amorphous Co-P alloys by Bletry
and Sadoc [8].
The calculated magnetic scattering contribution
Im (q) was subtracted from the normalized measured
intensity It(q) thus yielding 7Coh, n (q) and the struc
ture factor S(q) using (1).
Neutron Diffraction with Fe^B^o
For the investigation of amorphous Fe8oB2o by
neutron diffraction the isotopic substitution method
was applied. Using Fe of natural isotopic composi
tion natpe in one case an(j jron enriched in the
isotope 57Fe (80.15% 57Fe in Fe) in the other case
two specimens were prepared. The diffraction ex

(5)

With this set up the measurements could be ex
tended up to q = 170 nm-1. Due to the ^-dependence
of the magnetic form factor F (q) of Fe the magnetic
contribution could be neglected in the q range be
yond 70 nm-1. So the limited q range of the first
run could be completed by the high q range of the
second run, thus yielding the nuclear scattering
7coh, n (q) in the q range from 3 up to 170 nm-1 and
the structure factor S(q) with (1).
The densities of the amorphous specimens were
taken from Ref. [9] and are listed in Table 1. The
neutron scattering and absorption cross sections
used for the data reduction are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Neutron scattering and absorption cross sections
as used in the present work. / = coherent scattering length,
Cine = incoherent scattering cross section, aa = absorption
cross section (listed for A= 0.108 nm).

HB
natpe
57Fe
Co
Ni

/
[10-12 cm]

Oa
<7inc
[10~24 cm2] [10-24 cm2]

0.6
0.948
0.412
0.278
1.03

0
0.46
2.84
5.04
4.8

15.26
*
*
21
2.7

* For these samples the total absorption was measured
directly by a transmission experiment.
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Results and Discussion

Structure Factors
Figure 1 shows the structure factors derived in the
present work. They are plotted from the top to the
bottom with decreasing ratio of the scattering fac
tors of the transition metal (T) and the metalloid
boron /t//b - The curves a —d, where the scattering
factor of the metal is greater than that of the
metalloid, exhibit the behaviour often reported in
the literature for amorphous metallic alloys, name
ly a double peak structure of the second maximum.
In the case of the X-ray curves a and b, where the
ratios /t//b are nearly equal, it can be seen that the
splitting of the second maximum is more pro
nounced with Fe8oI>2o than with Cogi.sBig.ö, and
that the height of the principal peak is smaller with
Fe8oB20 (see also Table 1). The same effects can be
observed with the neutron curves of FesoB2o(d)
and Nisi.5B18.5(c), where the scattering factor ra
tios are again nearly equal.
I t should be stressed that the differences between
the curves a) and b) as well as between c) and d)
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Fig. 1. Structure factors S(q) of amorphous transition
metal-boron alloys. /t//b = ratio of the scattering factors
of the metal and boron. (X) and (n) denote X-ray and
neutron scattering, respectively.

cannot be explained by the uncertainties inherent
to the diffraction experiment and the data reduc
tion. Therefore there must be differences of the
structure which can be caused either by the melt
spin process, by the difference in the concentrations
or by the replacement of the respective metals by
another. This should be kept in mind when perform
ing partial structure factor studies with the so called
isomorphous substitution method.
The X-ray structure factor of FesoB2o reported
by Waseda and Chen [9] and also that reported by
Suzuki et al. [10] for 19.6 at% B show only a shoul
der at the high q side of the second maximum,
whereas curve b of this work shows two separate
peaks. The X-ray structure factor of FesoB2o re
ported in Ref. [11] is in very good agreement with
that one derived in the present work. The neutron
structure factor obtained with natFes311Bi7 in Ref.
[12] shows much more pronounced amplitudes than
that of curve d in Figure 1.
It should be noted that the X-ray structure fac
tors of C081.5B18.5 and FesoB2o become negative
in the low q region down to 3 nm-1. This results
from the definition of S(q) (Eq. (1)), where the Laue
monotonic term (</2> —</>2) is subtracted. Because
of the large difference of the X-ray scattering fac
tors of boron and the T-metals this term is rather
large. The physical presumption for calculating the
LMS-term consists in the statistical distribution of
both kinds of atoms on the atomic positions given
by the corresponding structure. From the observa
tion that the subtraction of the Laue monotonic
scattering term leads to a negative value of S(q)
in this low q region it must be concluded that this
physical presumption for the subtraction of the
monotonic Laue scattering is not valid in the pre
sent case. This means that from the negative X-ray
structure factors with FesoB2o and C081.5B18.5 we
can deduce a non statistical distribution of the
atoms of both kinds within these substances. In the
present work we obtained for the Faber Zimanstructure factor in the low q region
C081.5B18.5(X-ray): S(q = 10 nra-i) = - 0.11,
i.e. 79% of the Laue monotonic term, and
Fe8oB2o(X-ray): S { q = 10 nm"1) = -0 .1 2 5 ,
i.e. 84% of the Laue monotonic term.
With the S{q) curves measured by neutron dif
fraction the effect discussed here is not visible be
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cause the Laue monotonic term becomes very small
in this case.
Figure 1 (a—d) shows that the general features
of S (q) of the different samples and different radia
tion probes are very similar if /t//b > 1 - This be
haviour is drastically changed (curves e and f) if
/ t/ /b < 1• The neutron structure factors of 57FegoB2o
and C081.5B18.5 are very similar: In front of the
principal peak there occurs an additional peak at
q = 21.5 — 21.6 nm-1. The principal peak is very
low and the slight asymmetry at the right hand
side noted already for the X-ray structure factors
and assigned to a metal-metalloid-correlation in
previous studies [9, 13] is very pronounced. The
oscillations in the q range from 55 to 90 nm-1 are
extremely low, whereas they are growing up again
in the q range beyond 90 nm-1. This effect shows
clearly the importance of measurements covering an
extended q range.
Atomic Distribution Functions
From the structure factors the reduced atomic
distribution functions G (r) were evaluated by Fou
rier transformation.
G(r) = 47ir[q(r) — p0]
2 9m
= — ] q [ S ( q ) - l ] Sin(qr)dq,
71 o

(6)

where q (r) is the atomic distribution function giving
the atomic number density at the distance r from
a reference atom at r = 0. qo is the mean atomic
number density, and qm is the maximum q value
of the respective diffraction experiment.
The results are given in Fig. 2, and the atomic
distances and coordination numbers extracted from
the G(r) functions are listed in Table 1. The curves e
and f exhibit more detailed structure than reported
up to now in literature for amorphous T-M alloys.
The first maximum splits up into two subpeaks,
whereas there exist four contributions to the second
maximum. Therefore we introduce the following
nomenclature: r ^ m means an atomic distance be
tween a ?'-type and an i-type atom displayed as
m-th subpeak (or shoulder) of the w-th maximum
in G(r).
The reduced atomic distribution function G{r)
can be represented by the three partial reduced
atomic distribution functions
Gij(r) = 4:7ir[(ljcj) gtj(r) — p0] •

0

0,2

0\4

0,6

0,8 1,0
r [nm]

1,2

Fig. 2. Reduced atomic distribution functions G(r) of
amorphous transition metal-boron alloys. (X) and (n)
denote X-ray and neutron scattering, respectively.
Qij means the number of /-atoms per unit volume
at the distance r from an i-atom.

2Ct Cb /T/b
, x
+ -----q y .-----^ ( r )
= wTTCrTT(r) + wBBGBB(r)
+ 2I/;bt ^BT(^) •

(7)

The corresponding weighting factors Wij in (7) are
listed in Table 3. I t can be clearly seen that with
the different specimens investigated in the present
work a range could be covered where these weight
ing factors show a considerable variation. This is
very advantageous for the discussion of the G(r)
curves:
In the case of the X-ray curves a and b of Fig. 2
the influence of the boron-boron correlation can be
neglected, and the contribution of the boron-metal
correlation plays a minor role. Therefore these
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Table 3. Weighting factors of the partial reduced atomic
distribution functions in Equation (7).
Sample

Radiation

wrt

w'bb

2m?bt

C081.5B18.5
FesoB20
Nisi.sBis.s
natFe8oB2o
57Fe8oB2o
C081.5B18.5

X-ray
X-ray
neutron
neutron
neutron
neutron

0.92
0.91
0.78
0.74
0.54
0.45

0.001
0.001
0.013
0.018
0.07
0.11

0.08
0.08
0.20
0.24
0.38
0.44

curves mainly represent the metal-metal correlation,
and the peaks are attributed to distances between
T-atoms (see Table 1). The position of the peak
r is very close to the Goldschmidt diameter of the
respective metal atom (0.25 nm for Co, 0.254 nm
for Fe [14]). The first peak is followed by a small
hump (Cogi.öBis.s) or a shoulder (FesoB2o), respec
tively, at r = 0.31—0.32 nm, which in the case of
Fe8oB2o has also been reported in [11]. The second
maximum shows a pronounced splitting up into
two subpeaks. It should be noted that the relative
distance between the two subpeaks is greater within
Fe8oB2o than within C081.5B18.5, reflecting again the
structural differences which have been observed al
ready with the structure factors. The splitting up
of the second maximum for FesoB2o as shown in
Fig. 2 is much more pronounced than that reported
in [9]. The small intermediate peak between the
Illrd and the IVth maximum (0.73 nm for Cosi.sB18.5, 0.74 nm for FesoB2o) occurs also in Refs. [10,
11] but not in [9].
In the case of the neutron curves c and d, where
the scattering factor of the metal is still greater
than that of boron, the weighting factor of the B-B
correlation is still rather small (Table 3) but the
contribution of the boron-metal correlation is now
considerable in comparison with the T-T correla
tion. This contribution shows up in Fig. 2 as broad
ening at the left hand side of the first peak of
N181.5B18.5 and as a shoulder on the first peak of
FegoB2o caused by the smaller first neighbour dis
tance between B- and T-atoms.
Also at the second maximum the influence of the
B-T-correlation is observable. The valley between
the two T-T subpeaks of the X-ray curves r ^ 2 and
r^j4, whose heights have become lower, is now filled
up by a B-T atomic distance at r ^ 3. With the
Fe8oB2o curve this behaviour is clearer displayed

than with the Nisi.sBis.s curve because of the
higher r-space resolution due to the more extended
q range measurement. The third maximum in c
and d shows an asymmetry at its left hand side
reflecting a not resolved multiple peak structure.
The intermediate peak between the Illrd and the
IVth maximum is still present, but not as distinct
as in the X-ray curves.
In the case of the neutron curves e and f, where
the scattering factors of the metal atoms are smaller
than that of the metalloid atoms, the B-T correla
tion appears with a weighting factor comparable to
the weighting factor of the T-T correlation, and
the B-B correlation in these cases shows a weighting
factor which amounts up to 10% of
(w tt + wBB + 2 W;BT) •
The different nearest neighbour distances within
T-T pairs,
and B-T pairs, r ^ , are clearly
resolved in the first maximum. Concerning the G(r)
curve of C081.5B18.5 we wish to make the following
remark: The comparison with the FesoB2o curve e
leads us to the conclusion that the splitted maxi
mum has a physical meaning, whereas the oscilla
tions below r = 0.2 nm are ripples produced by an
uncertainty in the evaluation of the measured data
with C081.5B18.5.
The atomic diameter of the boron atoms was
estimated from the G(r) curves with the equation
=

(8)

yielding 0.171 nm (FesoB2o) and 0.164 nm (C081.5Bi8.ö)These values are close to the tetrahedral covalent
diameter of Boron (0.176 nm) [15].
The second maximum exhibits a very detailed
structure with four subpeaks (indicated by arrows
in Fig. 2f) the first of them occuring as a shoulder,
the second and third as separated peaks and the
fourth again as a shoulder. The positions of the
peaks displayed as a shoulder were estimated and
also listed in Table 1.
In the region of the first shoulder the height of
the G (r) curve is clearly enhanced in comparison to
curves c and d. From the weighting factors in Table 3
it cannot be decided whether this shoulder is caused
by the (7bt contribution or by the Ctbb contribution
or by both. Thus in order to gain some information
on the boron-boron correlation we must go back to
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the structure factors of 57Fe8oB'20 and Cogi.sBig.s
(Figure 1). The additional peak at qv = 21.5 to
21.6 nm-1 must be caused by the boron-boron cor
relation because it is visible only in the curves e
and /, where the scattering factor of boron is larger
than that of the metal. If one assumes that this
correlation is a B-B distance separated by T metal
atoms without any further correlation between the
B atoms at higher distances one can approximate
the corresponding scattering contribution by
7BB(?) ~ sin(gTBB)/VBB,

(9)

where the peak at qT reflects the first maximum of
this function at q^r^B ~ 7.73. From this follows the
boron-boron distance rBB = 0.36nm. This value is
within the range where the shoulder at r11»1 on the
left hand side of the second main maximum in the
G(r) curves e and f in Fig. 2 occurs. But it should
be noted that calculations of the partial distribution
functions performed at present [16] show that also
the Gbt correlation has a significant contribution
within this r range.
The positions of the peaks at r ^ 2 and r ^ 4 agree
with the positions of the corresponding ones for the
X-ray curves a and b, however their heights are
lower.
The contribution of the partial G bt{?) function
to the total G(r) at r^j3, which could already be
observed at the curves c and d in Fig. 2, is now
clearly displayed as a distinct peak in the curves e
and f between r ^ 2 and r ^ 4 in accordance with the
increased weighting factor wbt • The asymmetry at
the left hand side of the Illrd maximum mentioned
above for the curves c and d exhibits as a shoulder
rm , 1 in the curves e and f, and an additional shoul
der rm >3 occurs at the right hand side of the maxi
mum (see arrows in Figure 2).
In the following section the evaluation of coordi
nation numbers will be described, which are given
in Table 1.
denotes a measured area under the
first peak of the radial distribution function RDF (r)

M>TT
w rt
Q1(r) = ------ Qtt (r ) + 2 ----- - eBT(r),
ct
ct

(11)

and in terms of coordination numbers
t
w;t t t
w;b t t
N l = ------ z \T + 2 ------ zxBX,
Ct
CT

(12)

where z}j is the number of ?-type atoms sourrounding an i-type atom within the first coordination
shell. In the case of the neutron curves e and f,
the coordination numbers z tt and zbt can be es
timated from the areas iV^1 and iV^2 of the two
subpeaks. If one assumes as an approximation that
£>tt (r) is negligibly small in the region of the B-T
subpeak and that £>bt(p) is small in the region of
the T-T subpeak, (12) can be splitted up:
N l} = 2

wb t
2b t :
ct

, 7l 2 W
>TT T
hm = —Ct~ zt t

(13a)
(13b)

The partial coordination numbers z tt , zbt, and
zTb = zbtCb/ct were derived from the measured
peak areas and listed in Table 1. There occurs a
difference between the values for C081.5B18.5 and
those for FesoB2o, which is a further indication on
a different structural behaviour of these two sub
stances :
As a cross check with the partial coordination
numbers, the first peak areas iVj were calculated
with (12) for the X-ray curves of C081.5B18.5 and
FesoB2o and also for the neutron curve of natFegoB2o
(see Table 1). I t can be seen that the agreement be
tween the calculated Nj and the measured
is
better than one atom in all cases.
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